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• Less rigid form of ownership
• Permits shared, modifying access to objects further “down” in heap topology

Selective ownership-based verification

• Enables sound, modular verification of invariants over shared, modifiable sub-structures

First-class relationships

• Naturally support selective ownership
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Selective ownership := type order [ + object ownership]
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Rumer
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Running example: tree

- Specification in Rumer
- Tree invariants
- Selective ownership-based verification
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```java
class Node {...}

relationship Parent participants (Node child, Node parent) {
    void link(Node c, Node p) {...}
}

relationship Tree participants (Node r, owned Set<Parent> t) {
    void appendTree(Tree t, Node p) {...}
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```

Ownership relation must be subset of type order
class Node {...}

relationship Parent participates (Node child, Node parent) {
    void link(Node c, Node p) {...}
}

relationship Tree participates (Node r, owned Set<Parent> t) {
    void appendTree(Tree t, Node p) {...}
}
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Selective ownership = type [+ object ownership]

• Leverages type order to prevent modifying call-backs
• Leverages ownership to encapsulate ownership-based invariants

Sound modular verification of multi-object invariants
Permits shared, modifying access to objects further down
Type order naturally arises from first-class relationships
Thank you for your attention!